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The Slice Backhand:
Technique and Tactics 
by Nick Saviano

The slice (backspin) backhand is seeing something of a ren-
aissance in world-class tennis. 

Virtually every Top 50 player on both the men’s and women’s
professional tour uses the slice to varying degrees and in a mul-
titude of ways. The ability to effectively hit slice, particularly on
the backhand side, is essential to employing the strategies and
tactics needed to be successful at the world-class level. 

Professionals generally use slice for three tactical situations.
First, for hitting a building/set up shot, which is intended to put
a player in position to take control of the point or to win the point
within the next few shots. An example of this is a slice backhand
approach shot off the ground stroke or return of serve. The sec-
ond tactical situation is a neutralizing shot, where the player
responds to a quality shot by the opponent and attempts to neu-
tralize their opponent’s advantage. For example, when a player is
pulled out wide on the backhand, but not on the dead run, the
player might hit a slice to provide time to get back into the court.
In addition, slice is used to keep the ball low and out of the oppo-
nent’s power zone. The third tactical situation is a defensive
shot. This is employed when a player is in desperate trouble and
is simply trying to stay in the point. (Note: Although this defen-
sive shot is not a slice backhand in the traditional sense, it does
emanate from the same technique, so we have included it as a
slice.) However, the pros rarely use the slice as an offensive
“point ending” shot.

The primary reason for the proliferation of the slice backhand
is to counter the increasing power of ground strokes and serves.
Therefore, unless the player is as physically dominating as
Serena Williams, who almost always is on the offensive, a slice
backhand should be an important part of their repertoire.

This sequence highlights examples of the slice technique
being used for each of the tactical situations indicated above.
Taylor Dent is using the slice to hit a building/set-up approach,
Paradorn Srichaphan is hitting a neutralizing slice and Nicolas
Lapentti is using the slice technique to execute a defensive shot.
We will focus in on the commonalities of technique in each of
these players to illustrate what we believe to be fundamentals of
technique for the slice.

It is our hope that all High Performance Coaches across the
country will be aware of this subtle evolution in the game. We feel
that it is critical that all of our country’s aspiring players have
learned the skill of hitting an effective slice by the time they are
14 years old.

1
Top to bottom: Taylor Dent, United States; Paradorn Srichaphan,
Thailand; Nicolas Lapentti, Ecuador. 
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The players have recognized that the ball is coming to their backhand and have started the unit
turn. Dent is going to hit a backhand return and follow it in. Srichaphan is hitting a neutralizing shot,
and Lapentti is hitting a defensive shot to stay in the point. Most likely, they have already determined
that they will hit a slice backhand. It should be noted that Dent and Srichaphan both possess a one-
handed backhand where Lapentti has a two-handed backhand. 

Notice how all three players have significantly bent their right arm with the racquet head up and
pulled close to their body. This is a key point technically for the preparation phase of the slice. At this
stage, Srichaphan does not appear to be rushed, whereas the other two show through their preparation
(quicker turn of the front shoulder) that they do not have as much time to produce the stroke.

All three players have almost fully turned their shoulders (loading of the larger muscle groups) as
they enter the last part of preparation. Dent quickly pulls the racquet head up extremely close to his
head, making for a very compact backswing. This short racquet preparation is ideal for a return of
serve. Srichaphan takes a higher and bigger backswing as he has more time to produce the stroke.
Lapentti has fully prepared his racquet while he is on the dead run.

The technique mentioned in picture two really comes into play at this stage of the stroke. Once
again, notice the following technique: 1) Right arm is bent at the elbow and held close to the body;
2) The wrist is cocked upward; 3) The racquet head is held above the point of eventual contact of the
ball; 4) There is tremendous rotation of the shoulders, and the players will now swing forward as they
extend the elbow along with slight forearm rotation. With this technique, the players can now generate
excellent racquet head speed and maintain a controlled swing even when on the move (Srichaphan)
and fully extended (Lapentti). Inexperienced players will tend to have inadequate rotation and a rela-
tively straight arm as they approach the ball, this forces them reach straight out after the ball, which
results in a “stabbing” action, creating little power or control.

All three players have started their swing forward and slightly downward to the ball. Notice that
they start to extend the non-dominant (left) arm backward to aid in keeping their dynamic balance.
Also notice how the head and eyes have tremendous focus on the hitting zone. Take note of the three
different stances: Lapentti is open as he fully extends for the shot. Srichaphan is hitting with closed
stance, and Dent is hitting with a squared stance as he transfers his weight into the shot.

Note the extension of the non-dominant (left) arm as the players extend their follow-through and
strive to maintain their dynamic balance—particularly in the upper part of the body! This action also
will help to generate more racquet head speed. The variation in their follow-through reflects the dif-
ferent shots they are hitting. Dent is executing a down-the-line, inside-out slice, return of serve,
approach shot. Srichaphan is hitting a standard crosscourt shot with his follow-through extending out
toward the direction of the ball. Lapentti is simply trying to get the ball up over the net by quickly open-
ing the racquet face.

The players are now starting the recovery/positioning for their next shot. Dent is using a crossover
technique to help him stay sideways as he approaches. Srichaphan plants the back leg to prepare to
push off and recover back into position. Lapentti has more time because he has hit a lob. He is using
his lower body strength to maintain his balance before recovering.
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In today’s game, the slice backhand is an essential shot that

allows players to control and change the depth, height, direction,

speed and spin of the ball. Almost every professional player,

whether he or she has a one-handed or two-handed backhand, pos-

sesses a slice backhand that can be used in some manner. 

In this article, we show pictures of three players—Justine

Henin-Hardenne, Lisa Raymond and Rafael Nadal—using the slice

backhand to defend and neutralize their opponent’s shot. As you look

at the first picture in each sequence, you will notice that each player

is in his or her split step, with both hands on the racquet in a

balanced position. By the second picture all three players have

recognized that they will hit a slice backhand.

In picture three, each player is turning away from the net and

making a unit turn by rotating his or her upper body and pulling the

racquet back with the non-dominant hand. Note that all three

players are bringing the racquet up above the shoulder. Research

has shown that most slice strokes follow a 15- to 30-degree downward

(high to low) path, again with only small amounts of opening of the

racquet face. 

Each player is hitting the slice backhand from a different area of

the court. Henin-Hardenne is moving forward inside the baseline and

outside the singles line. Raymond is being pushed back from the

baseline by a deep ball. Nadal is starting well behind the baseline

and having to cover a lot of court just to get his racquet on the ball.

Even though they are each in a different part of the court, their

preparation looks similar. They all have completed their turn with

their dominant arm bent and the face of the racquet open.

In picture five, the racquet head is behind the player’s head. Both

Henin-Hardenne and Raymond are going to make contact in a few

frames because they have more time to hit the shot. In picture eight,

each player is at a different point in their swing. Henin-Hardenne is

getting ready to start her swing forward; Raymond is very close to

contact; and Nadal is starting his follow through.

Notice the differences in each player’s follow through. They all

have a slightly different finish. Henin-Hardenne finishes lower to

keep the ball low as she is inside the court. Raymond finishes higher

as she is deeper in the court, giving her more height on her shot.

During the follow through, the players keep their non-dominant hand

from coming around as they finish the shot. This allows them to keep

the racquet moving in the direction of the intended target longer. All

three players also are starting to recover for the next ball. There is a

very good chance that this stroke will not end the point, but will

provide each player an opportunity to stay in the point one more shot.

In today’s game, the ability to be the player who does hit that last

shot sometimes depends on power, but most often depends on the

ability to hit a shot on the run or from a defensive position. Because

of this, the slice backhand is a shot that every player needs to possess.

1
T H E  U S T A  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  T E N N I S  C O A C H E S

Top to bottom:
Justine Henin-Hardenne,

Lisa Raymond and
Rafael Nadal.

The Slice Backhand
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